
Spring 1 2018 Spelling Lists – Year 5

Chilli Challenge 1:

(mess) messy (care) careless (silly) sillier (sad) sadly (angry) angrily (manic) manically

(wind) windy (home) homeless (angry) angrier (usual) usually (steady) steadily (tragic) tragically

(chalk) chalky (use) useless (funny) funniest (final) finally (hungry) hungrily (basic) basically

(lace) lacy (dread) dreadful (heavy) heaviest (careless) carelessly (sleepy) sleepily (frantic) frantically

(grease) greasy (hurt) hurtful (baggy) baggiest (aimless) aimlessly (greedy) greedily (horrific) horrifically

(bubble) bubbly (skill) skilful (big) bigger (painful) painfully (sensible) sensibly (logical) logically

(craze) crazy (mercy) merciless (thin) thinner (hopeful) hopefully (simple) simply (comical) comically

(skin) skinny (penny) penniless (hot) hotter (large) largely (humble) humbly (magical) magically

(mud) muddy (beauty) beautiful (fat) fattest (complete) completely (noble) nobly (typical) typically

(chat) chatty (plenty) plentiful (hot) hottest (vague) vaguely (terrible) terribly (practical) practically
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Chilli Challenge 2:

(clear) clearance decent evident (differ) difference (consider) considerably (comfort) comfortable

(assist) assistance apparent evidence (exist) existence (consider) consideration (depend) dependable

(annoy) annoyance
convenient obedient (insist) insistence (adore) adorably (enjoy) enjoyable

(ignore) ignorance different obedience (persist) persistence (adore) adoration (port) portable

(insure) insurance intelligent patient (adhere) adherence (admire) admirable (notice) noticeable

(guide) guidance consequence patience (interfere) interference (admire) admiration (manage) manageable

(endure) endurance influence independent (coincide) coincidence (apply) applicable (achieve) achievable

(rely) reliance violence independence (indulge) indulgence (apply) application (debate) debatable

(comply) compliance efficiency innocent (occur) occurrence durable (rely) reliable

(defy) defiance urgency innocence (excel) excellence duration (envy) enviable
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Chilli Challenge 3:

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

(perish) perishable (neutral) neutralise (agitate) agitation (capacity) capacious (betray) betrayal principal principle

(combust) combustible (special) specialise (manipulate) manipulation (audacity) audacious (nation) national seem seam

(debate) debatable (drama) dramatise (convert) conversion (tenacity) tenacious (diet) dietary root route

(recognise) recognisable (sympathy) sympathise (compete) competition (atrocity) atrocious (caution) cautionary flaw floor

(change) changeable (solid) solidify (collide) collision precious (legend) legendary cymbal symbol

(collapse) collapsible (clear) clarify (intrude) intrusion delicious (arrive) arrival draft draught

(indelible) indelibly (mummy) mummify
(comprehend) 
comprehension

scrumptious (approve) approval desert dessert

(intelligible) intelligibly (irritation) irritate (expel) expulsion
(contention) 
contentious

(continue) continual pours pores

(unavoidable) unavoidably (ventilation) ventilate (imagine) imagination
(superstition) 
superstitious

(imagine) imaginary week weak

(preferable) preferably (pollination) pollinate (incant) incantation (suspicion) suspicious (prime) primary guessed guest
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